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This paper offers a new interpretation of the Vedic word pisa-.On
the basis of a philological analysis of the two Vedic passages where
this word is attested, as well as comparative evidence from other
Indo-European languages , I will argue that this word should be
translated as 'cheetah' or 'leopard' , rather than as 'antelope' or
'stag'. A new translation of the difficult Atharvavedic stanza
19.49.4 (Saunaklya) is offered.
The seminal encyclopedias of the Proto-Indo-European
language and culture , such as Gamkrelidze & Ivanov 1984
(English translation 1995) or Mallory & Adams 1997; 2006,
give, inter alia, comprehensive surveys of the names of animals
known to the Indo-Europeans (Gamkrelidze & Ivanov 1984: Il,
492ff. ~ 1995: I, 413ff.; MaIlory & Adams 2006: 142 et passim).
The present paper offers critical notes on two passages from
the two most ancient Vedic texts, ~gveda (RV) and
Atharvaveda (AV), that may clarify the meaning of an Indo-
Iranian animal name and its position in the Indo-Iranian and,
eventually, Indo-European bestiary.
The rare Vedic word pisti-is a quasi-hapax of unclear
semantics. According to the communis opinio, it refers to a
spotted animal, allegedly denoting an antelope or a stag. It
tl am thankful to r». I. Ede l'man , W. Knobl , A. M. Lubotsky , H. K. Martirosyan ,
N. Nicholas and M. de Vaan as well as two anonymous reviewers of JIES for
valuable comments on earlier drafts of this paper. I also would like to thank
the audiences of the Leiden Seminar on Indo-European linguistics and
Leiden Seminar on Paippalada , where parts of this paper were discussed - in
particular, L. van Beek, K. De Joseph, A Griffiths, P. Kocharov, M. Oort , and T.
Pronk.
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only once appears in the ~gveda, in a hymn dedicated to the
Maruts (1.64), in the following passage:
(RV 1.64.8ab)
simlui iva uanadati prticetasa~ , piSt1 supiso oisvcuedasob
Geldner translates:
'Sie [se. die Ma rut] bru llen wie Lowen , die Verstandigen:
me die gefleckten Hirsch e sind sie schon gezeichne t
(geschmiickt) , die Allwissenden.' (Geldner 1951: I, 85)
Next to this single ~gvedic attestation, a corrupt form of this
word occurs in the Atharvavedic hymn to the Goddess of
Night , in stanza 19.49.4 of the Saunakiya recension (hereafter
AVS), which corresponds to stanza 14.8.4 of the Paippalada
(AVP):
(AVS 19.49.4 = AVP 14.8.4) 1
simluisya ratrymatt +pisasya I vyaghrtisyadVipino -otircaa dade
osoasya bradhruim [nirusasya mayutfl ' PUTUrupaTfi kr1Ju$e -oibh.ati
The word which the mss. read as pi,asya or pirrz,asya2has been
correctly identified by Whitney (1905: 980f.) as instantiating
the same lexeme as pisft!tin RV 1.64.8, in particular, on the
basis of a similar context: in both passages pisa-eo-occurs with
simlui- 'lion'. Whitney's emendation is also supported by the
Orissa mss. of the Paippalada rec ension , where we find pi sasya.
The confusion of sand s is common in the Atharvaveda, in
particular , in the context of i/y.3
Whitney's translation of the stanza in question runs as
follows:
'The eager nigh t has taken to herself the splendor of th e
lSee Atharva Veda, ed. by R. Roth and W. D. Whitne y, P' 381; Atharvaveda , ed.
by Vishva Bandhu , P' 1958; Atharvaveda-Paippalada , ed. by D. Bhattacharya ,
e.790.
The analysis of this word as derived from the root PiJ 'grind', suggested in the
indigenous commentary, can thus be discarded.
~he change 5 -s s (attested at least in some manuscripts) is especially
frequent before i/y (cf. AVS 5.20.2, AVP 6.10.1,6.10.4,6.10.7,8.20.4 vasita-
'bellowing' for va51"o;AVS 5.19.5, AVr 5.40.1 = 6.22.9 asya- It 'be eaten' for a5yo;
AVr 6.15.3 s'frjate'falls ' for 5tyO;etc.; see Kulikov 2001: 270f.) , but also occurs in
some other phonological contexts.
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lion , of the stag , of the tiger , of the leopard , the horse's
bottom , man's (puruJa) roar (? mayu); many forms thou
makest for thyself, shining out! (Whitney/Lanman 1905:
980) '
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The meaning of the word pisa- puzzled many Sanskritists.
Sayana glosses pisd- as ruru- - a word referring to a variety of
antelope or (fallow) deer (Germ, Damhirsch )." Most translat-
ors follow Sayana's interpretation, rendering this word as
'(spotted) antelope',' ' sta g" or even 'gazelle' (Muller 1891:
107). However, mentioning this inoffensive animal in one list
with the lion (in both occurrences) as well as tiger and leopard
(in the Atharvavedic passage) appears rather suspect, Muller in
his comments (1891: 118) has rightly noticed the
unsatisfactory character of this interpretations Renou (1962
[EVP X]: 65) in his comments on the translation of RV 1,64,8
expresses some doubts concerning the translation' (spotted)
antelope' and renders pisa/:!as 'des oeuvres-peintes' (Renou
1962 [EVP X]: 17), Note also that Ludwig (1878: 466), when
translating the Atharvavedic stanza, takes the words pisasya
and dv/pino (on which see below) as attributes of vyaghrasya
('des bunten, fleckigen tigers'),
The original meaning of this word, derived from the
verbal root pis 'carve, adorn' (pres. pirrzsa-', perf. pipise etc.},
should be based on the semantics of pis and thus can probably
be determined as 'spotted, dappled' (cf. , in particular, such
cognates as OCS pas-tro 'variegated, spotted', Arm, pisak
'spotted; leprous ' or Coth. filufaihs 'variegated' , OHG [eli
4Cf. also two other translations of this stanza: Ludwig (1878: 466): 'des lowen,
des bunten, fleckigen tigers herlichkeit hat Ratrf angenomen, I des rosses
glanz , des menschen ruf, vile formen machst du dir wenn du aufgehst' ; Sani
(se e Orlandi & Sani 1992: 193): 'La Notte desiderosa ha tolto il vigor e vitale
al leone , all'antilope, alla tigre , al leopardo, il colore al cavallo, la voce
all'uomo: tu , splendente , rendi molteplici le forme.'
' See , in particular, Zimmer 1879: 83.
"Thus Hillebrandt ('gefleckte Antilopen'; see Hillebrandt 1913: 64) and
Elizarenkova in their translation of RV 1.64.8 (Elizarenkova 1989: 82), as well
as Sani for the AV Cantilope'; see Orlandi & Sani 1992: 193).
"Wh itn ey: 'stag'; Geldner (1951: I, 85) in his translation of the ~gvedic stanza:
'Hirsche'; Doyama: 'Wie die (mit Flecken) gemusterten (Hirsche?)'; see
Witzel et aL 2007: 12L
s"As pi sa does not occur again in the Rig-veda , and as Sayaza, without
attempting any etymological arguments, simply gives it as a name of deer, it
seems best to adopt that sense till something better can be discovered".
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'colorful, different, dappled'; cf. also [ehspeht '(spotted)
Mavrhofer, KEWA, Bd. II,
267f. 288f.; Bd. 134; Scarlata 1999: 319f. In a
broader context, Ved. pisa-is thus also related to Av. paesa-
'decoration', OP , OCS pbsati 'write', etc. The
color term (as well as such
cognates as ON fa *faihon] 'paint, carve', OHG fehin 'color',
[edarfeh. 'woven with colors"), belonging to the same root
family, to the fact that the meaning of must also
have incorporated some indications concerning the color,
between , yellow (ish) , tan and brown
..L'-' ....'-""U.-'Ll 1883: 1 . Petersson 1916: 141).
There is nothing in this form which points to stag, deer
or Given the fact that both occurrences of
context of names of wild cat(s), it would
assume that this word refers to yet another cat
it might refer to the
t:1'f},(J'f},'IU: jubatus), which fit the
color pattern suggested by this term. Among the wild cats who
live or used to live in India, cheetah is probably the only one
for which we do not know its Vedic name."
The meaning 'cheetah' (or 'leopard') better suits both
contexts. As this
in the list of wild cats in AV 19.49.4. In
RV 1.64.8, the companson of the Maruts with cheetahs/
their with lions in the nrecedmz
the roar like the
ones; thel are beautifully speckled like cheetahs (/
,1 the omniscient ones'). In the
better conforms to the
destructive nature of the Maruts. The notorious quickness of
the cheetah (the fastest of all land being able to
accelerate up to more than 100 km/h) 11 finds its match in the
swiftness of the Maruts, 12 while the yellowish color of its skin
can be associated with their golden ornaments.
It is also worth that, unlike other wild cats,
9For the Vedic Aryans could use the word whilst the word for
panther ptdtiku-; see Lubotsky 2004.
lONote that the color of the animal's skin is additionally emphasized
the word play pisa see Scarlata 1999: 320.
for instance, Eaton 23f.; 1981: 1Hf. Note, that the
cheetah is 1.5 to 2 times faster than the
for instance, Gonda 1959: 122.
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do not seem to have
which is unattested after
however, that the more
Skt. citra(ka)_, 13
been made on the same
to the color of the
cheetahs are rather friendly and can relatively
- in ancient Persia and India were
It is not that this
cheetah - the ability to hunt in groups and for the sake of
men - could have played some role in their association with
the Maruts or with the animals the Maruts.
Note, incidentally, that this feature finds an interesting
parallel in the Slavic word for 'dog', OCS Pbso etc., on which
see below.
The New
preserved the reflexes of Ved.
the AV. It is to note,
recen t word for
meaning 'spotted,
semantic
speckled', has
thus
skin.
The interpretation as a word for cheetah (or
is further by Iranian evidence. The Proto-
etymon Vedic can be reconstructed as
*pica- « PIE *pil£o-), which should have yielded Old Iranian
* Such a form is unattested in Old Iranian but
we reflexes of this word in some modern Iranian
languages. 14 These include, in particular, Sarikoli pis and Wakhi
pas '(snow) . There have been some to
connect these with the Indo-European word for leopard
*pars- (/*pard-), but a much better phonetic explanation
obtains from their Old Iranian
These Iranian forms have been with
by Tomaschek (1880: 762; see also Morgenstierne 1938:
1974: 61), who translates the Vedic
Damhirsch'. Now we can group
these cognates as immediate reflexes of the
Proto-Indo-Iranian 'chee tah' /'leopard'.
Evidence for the new ofVed. pisa- can also
be found outside Indo-Iranian. Slavic word for 'dog', OCS
PbSo etc. (together with OCS pbstro 'variegated, spotted'), is
discussed with me
13This etymon underlies, the words for (snow) leopard or
"'"""'Hr",, ... attested in New 1t1f1r>-A.r'r:l,t1 languages, cf. Hindi ala 'leopard'
source of the i d., Sindhi
fJCU'LU'~~ , etc.; see
am much indebted
evidence from Iranian languages.
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the exact correspondence ofVed. and for a long time has
been compared with it for Uhlenbeck 1902:
251; Schulze 1910: 802£. = Schulze 1934: 125; Petersson 1916:
140£.; Specht 1944: 121£.; Vasmer 1955: 11, 346£.).15 The
'cheetah' a much better match with 'dog'
than or deer' in the . It is
worth mentioning that, unlike other wild cats, cheetahs share
behavioral features with 16
may for the noteworthy
fact that both animals can be employed for hunting by men. 17
Uc.n~~sl,de wi th in Iranian and
albeit evidence is furnished by Greek.
Homeric Greek we find the
spotted', a derivative of the same root (with a
root grade and ; see, for
1923: 800; Frisk 1970: Specht 1944: 121f. Most
it occurs constructed with the word
in a well-known Iliad passage (repeatedly quoted by
uropearusts: see, in particular, Gamkrelidze and Ivanov
= 1995: I, 421 f.; 2004: 5):
wpWTa
'He (Menelaos) cast a spotted leopard's skin round his
broad shoulders ... '
l5For other - both formally and semantically less - etymological
proposals for this Slavic word (~ Ved. pasu- 'cattle' etc.; ~ Ved. (s)pas 'watch,
observe' see Vasmer, ibid.; Derksen 2008: 431.
in Owen-Smith & Mills 2008.
17We do not know this color term has been chosen to refer to \HL4ULUL",)
dogs. and or tan dogs are of course well-known from
antiquity and are frequently represented in art; see, in 1976:
41 with fn. 17, 94 et passim on some of in Ancient Creek
poetry. Note, incidentally, that the Indo-European lexicon knows yet another
(possible) connection between a word for (a particular variety of) dog and the
color term 'spotted'; see fn. 27 below on suggested etymological
relationships between Cr. and Sanskrit karbura- / karbara- 'spotted,
variegated'. It remains guesswork, however, if a certain
(predominantly and/or species of dog was often used
for hunting by some ancient Indo-European tribes.
181 would like to thank Nick Nicholas and Lucien van Beek for valuable
comments on Creek evidence.
190 n the exact of the Creek word see, especially, Nicholas
1999.
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Greek appears to have the traces of
another term derived from PIE *piJi-to refer to the color of
the skin of the cheetah 20
Back to the analysis of the stanza 19.49.4.
Apparently, ab present a fairly complete list of big wild
cats India at the time of the AV: (lion),
pisa- (cheetah or (?)), (, and doipin-
«snow) leopard). 21 Note that the translations suggested for
the second and fourth terms in the list are tentative. It is very
likely that the between the denoted by
and could not be drawn with accuracy. Both words
descrmuve terms to the character of the
skin of animals. these two
species could be easily con fused by the Vedic Aryans, even in
spite of a few distinctive features well-known to modern
zootozists 22
In spite of some important clarifications concerning the
character of the list in padas ab, the content of the
stanza 19.49.4 remains unclear. What
to the cats listed in the first distich? VVhy is 'man's roar'
mentioned in the same context? What kind of roar
can be human nernzsr
It seems that we have to reconsider the interpretation of
the stanza that of the verbal form a dade 'has
taken' in its has been correctly
rendered in all translations, the general sense of the passage
to have been by some scholars. The
translations do not how the deified
night deals with the beings listed in the stanza, but they seem
to that hides features of various
creatures when them as it
were, of their characteristics. reality, however, the
20As L. van Beek suggested to me, this descriptive term also refer to the
of a swiftly moving animal. Yet this meaning must be
to the primary color pattern expressed by this word.
21On the word (literally meaning 'having islands [on its skin], spotted')
and some other names of wild cats, see Lubotsky 2004.
221tis to note that this lexicological situation resembles in some
respects the case of the Greek words for cheetah and and
which could be used interchangeably, see Nicholas 1999: 256££.
231t is in this vein that Sani Or landi & Sani 1992: 193, with fn.
'--'" IJH~.aL~." his translation of [... ] adade 'La N otte [ ... ]
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emphasis probably lies on borrowing several characteristic
features from these creatures. By applying these features
(splendor etc.) to herself (which may resemble putting clothes
on oneself), Night makes her representations so variegated -
this seems to be the main idea of pada d (purU rup&r:ti kpJu§e
vibhiiti 'You make for yourself [i. e. you take J many forms,
shining out'). It remains to figure out which kinds of
characteristics are borrowed by Night. 24
(i) Splendor, prestige (varca[sJ)
The word udrcas is common in the RV and AV, referring
to a class of prestige (thus consisten tly rendered, for instance,
by Gonda (1980: 91, 101 et passim)) or to a prestigious
appearance; for a detailed discussion of this concept, see
Gonda 1984. Its etymological meaning may be 'brilliance,
splendor' or the like (see Mayrhofer, EWAia, I, 231f.; 11, 516;
see also Gonda 1984: 11 [= 1991: 367J on the close association
of varcas with the sun). Cf. especially the hymn AVP 5.29,
where various human beings and animals.i" natural phenom-
ena and deities are associated with (different kinds of)
splendor; see Lubotsky 2002: 129ff. It remains to clarify which
kind of prestige/splendor might be associated with (and
shared by) the wild cats. It may refer to the threatening
appearance of these dangerous predators. More specifically, a
comparison of Nigh t wi th a king in verse 6 (AVS 19.49.6 = AVP
14.8.6 stomasva no oibh.aoari ! rdtri rajeva [osase 'you will enjoy
our prayer, 0 wide-shining Night, like a king') must point to
the fact that uarcas denotes royal sple ndor, represented by
the wild cats listed in padas ab (A. Lubotsky, p.c.). Besides, in
the context of a hymn dedicated to Night, and, in particular,
in a stanza focusing on different appearances of Night (see
below), one migh t also perhaps assume that this term refers
here to yet another visual feature shared by all cats: a peculiar
ha tolto [ ... ] il colore al cavallo ': "l'espressione potrebbe significare che la
notte con la sua oscurita rende impossibi le distinguere i colori".
24Note also that some of the creatures mentioned in this verse can represent
constellations / naksatras of the night sky (M. Oort, p.c.). Thus, dsua- may refer
to Archer, Sagittarius; while puru~a- is the name of the Ist, 3rd, 5th, 7th, 9th
and 11th signs of the zodiac.
25Inparticular, cats and other wild animals, cf. AVP 5.29.6 simhe varca uta varco
vyaghre ' vrluJvarco madhuhare ea oarcah 'The splendor in the lion and the
splendor in the tiger, the splendor in the wolf and the splendor in the honey-
getter [=bear 0)]' (Lubotsky2002: 131).
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construction of their eyes, which produces the impression that
cats' glow in the as it were. This feature may
"-''''-,J.LJ.IUJ.''-' the stars "'J.'-HVJ.J.J.'"
(ii) Reddish / yellow color (?) (bradhndrrz)
the 'the horse's
Sayana, and follows the quite forced
to
bottom', suggested
of the
the horse's bottom associated with its swiftness.
word bra dhrui- is a horse color term, meaning 'pale red, ruddy,
reddish color '. In the Vedas, this color is
associated the dawn. In the context of our it
might refer to the color of the sky growing bright before
the last hour of the night; cf. also
rosses [hat Ratri anz en orne n
(iii) AVP mayarrz)
connect this word with the
ma 'bellow, roar' (Whitney: 'The [ ... ] night has
taken [ ... ] man's roar'; 'des menschen ruf'; Sani: 'La
notte ['H] ha tolto [ ... ] la voce all'uomo"). However, the link
between human speech and the roaring or bellowing of
animals of denoted by the root ma is
1-J'p.1rh.."n.c we are here with a of
another root, mi '( ex) change, alternate' (.l\1Ay2) , attested, in
n.r:arh,rllllr:ar in Vedic mayd- 'illusion, and YAv.
maiiu- skill ful' ; see 314f. ,
349f. The exact sense of this comparison is not quite clear;
p'-'JL "'HC~P'" mayu- refers in our con tex t to the skills proper to
beings their to their
appearances. The idea which might lie behind this last
is that the able to colors and
appearances at Most is further
developed in the concluding
The content of the stanza 19.49.4 = AVP 14.8.4 can
now be ten tatively rendered as follows:
'The eager night has taken (to herself) the splendor of
the lion, of the cheetah U leopard) , of the of
the (snow) leopard [......threatening appearance and/or
tnui nn am mulam I
Bandhu,p.
fl.{1J'fl.1J1:rvfl.,{'Vfl. vegp hi mulam ed. by Vishva
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stars shining in the night sky]; the horse's reddish yellow
color (?) [---the night sky growing bright before dawn],
man's mutability [--- the ability of the night (sky) to take
different shapes/ colors] (?). You make for yourself [i.e.
you take] many forms, shining out.'
To sum up, the Vedic lexeme pisa-,attested in two early
Vedic stanzas, supposedly a word for cheetah (or leopard), can
be traced back as far as (at least) Proto-Indo-Iranian. It can be
added to the list of wild cats known to the Indo-lranians (see,
in particular, Gamkrelidze and Ivanov 1984: 11, 500ff. = 1995: I,
420ff.; Blazek 2005). Quite remarkable is the semantic
parallelism with the Slavic word for dog (OCS PbSo etc. - the
exact cognate of pisa-) - another hunting animal, which
certainly shares more with the cheetah than with the stag (or
antelope). The reinterpretation ofVed. pisa-thus supports the
old comparison with OCS PbSo. It would be tempting to see
here the reflexes of the Indo-European word (*pil£o-)
denoting a spotted animal used by Proto-Indo-Europeans for
hunting. 27 But this hypothesis probably goes too far and
cannot (yet) be supported by evidence from other ancien t
Indo-European languages and cultures.
v Another possible - and semantically similar ('spotted, dappled') - name for
this hypothetical hunting animal might be reflected in Cr. KEpBEPO<;"(another
dangerous, but tamed dog-like animall), which has been compared with
Sanskrit (post-Vedic) karbura- / karbara- 'spotted, variegated', and, perhaps,
might be related to Vedic sabula- 'spotted, variegated' and sarvar[a]- 'night'
as well. This old comparison (see Muller 1856: 148ff.; Schulze 1910: 802f. =
Schulze 1934: 125) is much less certain, however, and the Indo-European
origins of the Indic k-forms is questioned by most scholars; see Mayrhofer,
KEWA, I, 175f.; EWAia, I, 318; n, 609; HI, 69; and Lincoln 1979 (but see also
Mallory & Adams 1997: 265f.). Yet it is interesting to note that the only
J3.gvedic attestation of the alleged §.variant of karbara- appears (in the
feminine form sarvan-) in a hymn dedicated to the Maruts: te syandraso
naokfar;,oati skan danti sarvanf} (RV 5.52.3ab). The passage puzzled many Vedic
scholars: both the referent of sarvanf} and the exact character of the activity is
unclear. The hapax sarvanf} is now considered as referring to the nights; cf.
Celdner (1951: Il, 57): 'Sie springen uber die Nachte weg wie die
sprunglustigen Stiere (auf die Kuhe)'; see also Eich 1957: 42-46. In earlier
Vedic scholarship this word was interpreted as referring to "die bunten
Thiere der Marut(s)" (Bohtlingky Roth, PWVIl, 105; Crassmann 1873: 1386);
i.e.: 'they [se. the Maruts] cover / mount the sarvans = female spotted animals
(?) [= female cheetahs (?)]'. Provided the assumed connection between the
Maruts and cheetahs (/ leopards), this latter sense does not seem impossible;
perhaps we are confronted here with an instance of deliberate ambiguity.
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Abbreviations
AV(S) Atharvaveda(-Saunakiya), AVP
Paippalada, RV - ~gveda
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